TITLE: EC 2342: China Economy Seminar – SPRING 2017 SCHEDULE
TIME: Wednesdays, 4pm-5:30pm (except as noted)
LOCATION: Littauer M-16, North Yard (except as noted)
Course Canvas Site: Ec2342 | Contact: Jennifer Amadeo-Holl, <jah@jenniferamadeoholl.com> 617-588-0303

SPRING 2018

Monday Jan 22: replaced by Fri Jan 26
Friday, January 26 @ 12pm (joint with Ec2888r)
LOCATION: Baker 103, Harvard Business School
SPEAKER: John Helveston (Institute for Sustainable Energy at Boston University)
SEMINAR TITLE: Vehicle Electrification in China: Preferences, Policy, and Technology Trajectories
Paper 1: Will subsidies drive electric vehicle adoption? Measuring consumer preferences in the U.S. and China [LINK]

Monday Jan 29:
TOPIC: we welcome you to introduce yourself and the research you are working on

Monday Feb 5:
SPEAKER: Richard B. Freeman (Harvard and NBER) and Qingnan Xie (Wertheim Fellow, Labor & Worklife Program at Harvard Law School)
TITLE: “Chinese-language Scientific Papers in Era of Globalization of Science: Relation Between CNKI and SCOPUS Non-Chinese Language Papers

Monday Feb 12:
SPEAKER: Zhenhe Chi (China University of Labor Relations, and Labor & Worklife Program at Harvard Law School)
TITLE: “Will the Pension Crisis Really Happen?: The Evidence from China” (paper joint with Richard B. Freeman)

Monday Feb 19: No Seminar, President’s Day

Monday Feb 26: replaced by Friday March 2

Friday March 2 @ 3pm, at NBER
SPEAKER: Yi Huang (Graduate Institute, Geneva)
TITLE: “TechFin at Ant Financial: Credit Market Completion and its Growth Effect”
NOTE LOCATION: NBER, 1050 Massachusetts Avenue, 3rd floor (check in with 3rd floor reception)

Monday March 5
SPEAKER: Xin Meng (Australian National University)
TITLE: “Gender Differences in Willingness to Compete: The Role of Culture and Institutions”

Monday March 12 - No seminar, Spring Break

Monday March 19 - No seminar

Monday March 26:
SPEAKER: Saul Wilson (PhD student, Dept of Government, Harvard University)
TITLE: “Taking the Mayor’s Measure: The Effects of Leadership Turnover and Circulation on Chinese Prefectural Governments”

Monday April 2:
SPEAKER: Qingmiao Bi (Sun Yat-Sen University, and Visiting Fellow, Labor and Worklife Program at Harvard Law School)
TITLE: “Deregulation and Environment: Evidence from China”

Monday April 9
SPEAKER: Yuyun Liu (Sun Yat-Sen Univ, Lingnan College)
TITLE: Does Dialect Serve as a Signal of Social Networks in Job Search? Evidence from China (with Xianxiang Xu, Yang Jiao)

Monday April 16
SPEAKER: Tanggang Yuan
TITLE: “Postponing Retirement, Endogenous Fertility, Social Security and Welfare” (with Gen Zhiziang)

End of Spring Semester